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Summary 
An investigation was conducted in the Langley 
l6-Foot Transonic Tunnel to  determine the effect of 
a boattail-angle and wedge-size trade on the perfor- 
mance of nonaxisymmetric wedge nozzles installed 
on a generic twin-engine fighter aircraft model. Test 
data were obtained at static conditions and at  Mach 
numbers from 0.60 to 1.25. Angle of attack was held 
constant a t  0'. High-pressure air was used to sim- 
ulate jet exhaust, and the nozzle pressure ratio was 
varied from 1.0 (jet off) to  slightly over 15.0. In this 
study as the size of the wedge was reduced, the ex- 
ternal boattail angle had to  increase, since constant 
nozzle throat and exit areas were maintained. Three 
nozzles were each tested in the dry power mode and 
the afterburning power mode. For the configurations 
tested, results indicated that wedge size could be re- 
duced without significantly affecting aeropropulsive 
performance. 
Introduction 
The mission requirements for the next generation 
of fighter aircraft may dictate a highly versatile ve- 
hicle capable of operating over a wide range of flight 
conditions. This range of design characteristics may 
include efficient supersonic cruise capability, at least 
current levels of maneuverability, and short takeoff 
and landing performance. These capabilities require 
the designer to  employ emerging technological con- 
cepts such as close-coupled canards, relaxed static 
stability, active controls, vortex control, and multi- 
function nozzles with thrust vectoring and reversing. 
During the last decade many studies on multi- 
functional nonaxisymmetric nozzles have been 
conducted. (See refs. 1 to  15 for example.) Three 
nozzle concepts have been the primary focus of at- 
tention: the convergent-divergent nozzle, the single 
expansion ramp nozzle, and the wedge nozzle. Sys- 
tem studies where these nozzles have been integrated 
into several current high-performance aircraft have 
been conducted (refs. 16 to 25). The results have 
pointed out both the advantages and disadvantages 
of these unique nozzles. The advantages are pri- 
marily associated with the increase in performance 
and system effectiveness gained through the more ef- 
ficient integration of these nozzles into the aircraft 
and through the utilization of thrust vectoring and 
thrust reversing. The primary disadvantage of these 
nozzles is high weight, especially for the wedge nozzle 
(ref. 25). In fact, the weight associated with the orig- 
inal large-wedge concept essentially eliminated this 
nozzle from consideration in the high-performance 
aircraft of today. If, however, the size of the wedge 
could be reduced without reducing the performance, 
then this nozzle may be of significant interest. To 
reduce the size of the wedge while maintaining con- 
stant nozzle throat and exit areas requires an increase 
in external boattail angle. This study was initiated 
to determine the transonic performance of a nonax- 
isymmetric wedge nozzle with this geometric trade 
between decreased wedge size and increased boattail 
angle. Therefore, an investigation was conducted in 
the Langley l6-Foot Transonic Tunnel which mea- 
sured the effect of a boattail-angle and wedge-size 
trade on the performance of nonaxisymmetric wedge 
nozzles installed on a generic twin-engine fighter air- 
craft model. Test data were obtained at static condi- 
tions and a t  Mach numbers from 0.60 to  1.25. Angle 
of attack was held constant at 0'. High-pressure air 
was used to  simulate jet exhaust, and the nozzle pres- 
sure ratio was varied from 1.0 (jet off) to slightly over 
15.0. Three nozzles were each tested in the dry power 
mode and the afterburning power mode. 
Symbols 
The stability axis system was used as the refer- 
ence for model forces. Dimensions are given in the 
International System of Units (SI). Aerodynamic co- 
efficients are nondimensionalized with respect to  the 
free-stream dynamic pressure and wing area of the 
model except at static conditions, for which atmo- 
spheric pressure is substituted for the free-stream dy- 
namic pressure. 
nozzle exit area, cm2 (see fig. 5) 
maximum cross-sectional area of 
model, cm2 (see fig. 5) 
cross-sectional area enclosed by seal 
strip a t  FS 113.67 cm, cm2 (see fig. 2) 
nozzle throat area, cm2 (see fig. 5) 
b2 nozzle throat aspect ratio, 2 
nozzle span, 10.92 cm (see fig. 7) 
nozzle drag coefficient 
pressure coefficient, 
wing mean geometric chord, 44.42 cm 
skin-friction drag, N 
nozzle drag, N 
axial force measured by balance, 
positive forward, N 
momentum tare axial force due to  
bellows, N 
ideal isentropic gross thrust, N 
thrust along body axis, N 
wedge height from centerline, cni (see 
fig. 5) 
length from nozzle throat to wedge 
trailing edge. cm (see fig. 5) 
length of wedge, cm (see fig. 5) 
free-stream Mach number 
measured mass-flow rate, kg/sec 
ideal mass-flow rate, kg/sec 
nozzle pressure ratio, p t , , / p ,  for 
M = 0 and pt,J /pm for M > 0 
local static pressure, Pa 
atmospheric pressure, Pa 
internal body cavity static pressure, 
Pa 
average external static pressure at 
metric break, Pa  
jet total pressure, Pa 
free-strean1 static pressure, Pa 
free-strcain dynamic pressure, Pa 
ideal gas constant for air, 
287.3 J/kg-K 
jet total temperature, K 
axial distance from baseline (forward- 
thrust) nozzle throat, positive down- 
stream, cm (see fig. 7) 
lateral distance measured from nozzle 
centerline, positive to the right looking 
upstream, cm (see fig. 7) 
nozzle boattail angle, deg 
ratio of specific heats, 1.3997 for air at 
300 K 
nozzle wedge half-angle, deg 
Subscripts: 
A/B afterburning power setting 
D dry power setting 
Abbreviations: 
ASME American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers 
BL buttock line, cni 
FS fuselage station, cni 
WL waterline, cm 
Apparatus and Procedure 
Wind Tunnel 
This investigation was conducted in the Lang- 
ley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel. This facility is a 
single-return, continuous-flow, exchange-air-cooled, 
atmospheric-pressure wind tunnel with an octago- 
nal, slotted-throat test section. It has a continuously 
variable air speed up to  a Mach number of 1.30. A 
detailed description of this wind tunnel is given in 
reference 26. 
Models and Support System 
A set of six nonaxisymmetric wedge nozzles were 
installed on a wingtip-supported model simulating a 
generic twin-engine fighter aircraft without empen- 
nage surfaces. A photograph of this wind-tunnel 
model installed in the 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel is 
shown in figure 1. A detailed sketch of the aircraft- 
nozzle model and support system is shown'in fig- 
ure 2. The support system for the wedge nozzle 
consisted of three major components: the wingtip 
support booms, the forebody, and the wing- 
centerbody combination. The forebody approxi- 
mated the forward fuselage of a high-performance 
aircraft with faired-over inlets. The centerbody had a 
constant height and width of 12.70 cm and 25.40 cm 
and had rounded corners of 2.54-cm radius, which 
resulted in a model maximum cross-sectional area of 
317.04 cm2. The wing, whose half-span planform 
geometry is shown in figure 3, was mounted on the 
fuselage centerbody in a high position. (See fig. 1. )  It 
had an aspect ratio of 2.40, a taper ratio of 0.43, and 
a cranked trailing edge. The NACA 64-series airfoil 
had a thickness ratio of 0.067 near the wing root to 
provide a realistic wake on the afterbody. However, 
outboard on the wing, from BL 27.94 cm to the sup- 
port booms, it was necessary to  increase the thickness 
ratio from 0.077 to 0.100 for structural support and 
for compressed air and instrumentation passages. 
The metric portion of the model (aft of 
FS 113.67 cm), which consisted of the propulsion sys- 
tem, the afterbody, and the nozzles, was supported 
by a strain-gage force balance. The afterbody lines 
were chosen to provide a length of constant cross 
section aft of the nonmetric centerbody and to en- 
close the balance and jet simulation system appa- 
ratus while fairing smoothly downstream into the 
closely spaced nozzles. A clearance gap formed the 
metric break at  station 113.67; the gap separated the 
nonmetric and metric portions of the model to pre- 
vent fouling. A flexible plastic strip was inserted into 
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machined grooves in each component to  impede flow 
into or out of the internal model cavity. 
Twin-Jet-Propulsion Simulation System 
For jet-propulsion simulation, the Langley 
16-Foot Transonic Tunnel is equipped with an ex- 
ternal high-pressure air system that provides a con- 
tinuous flow of clean, dry air a t  a nominal controlled 
temperature of 300 K ahead of the nozzle throat. 
Two remotely operated flow-regulating valves were 
used to  balance the jet total pressure in the left- 
and right-hand nozzles. The airflow path can be 
traced by using the sketch in figure 2. Compressed 
air flowed through the wingtip support booms, then 
through passages in the wing and into two flow- 
transfer bellows assemblies. The bellows assemblies, 
one of which is shown in figure 4, provided the means 
of transferring compressed air from the nonmetric to  
the metric portion of the model. In order to elimi- 
nate incoming axial momentum, air was discharged 
radially through eight equally spaced sonic nozzles. 
Two flexible metal convolutions (bellows) served as 
seals. The airflow then passed successively through a 
tailpipe, a circular-to-rectangular transition section, 
a choke plate, and an instrumentation section and 
then expanded through the nozzle configuration be- 
ing tested. (See fig. 2.) 
Design Rationale of the Nozzle Models 
In order to provide data within a realistic geo- 
metric range for the proposed family of nonaxisym- 
metric wedge nozzles, the following initial design 
values were set: nozzle boattail angles of 7’, lo’, 
and 12’; dry power setting wedge half-angle of 13’; 
afterburning power setting wedge half-angles of 7O, 
8’, and 9’ (see fig. 5 and table 1); sidewall angle 
of 5’; and 2At/A,,, = 0.13 (typical of twin-engine 
fighter aircraft). These nozzles were to be designed 
to be used on the generic twin-engine fighter aircraft 
wing-body model described in reference 2. The ge- 
ometry of this model, in turn, dictated the nozzle 
span and dry power setting throat area and aspect 
ratio. In order to  assure a smooth transition from the 
upstream stagnation plenum to the nozzle throat, an 
elliptical area distribution was used, i.e., working for- 
ward from the known throat area at a Mach number 
of unity to  an estimated Mach number of 0.15, the 
flow area versus axial station was calculated from the 
equation of an ellipse. This flow area was formed by 
contouring the wedge forward section and the shroud 
interior. (See fig. 5.) 
The afterburning power setting nozzles were con- 
sidered to  simulate a geometry in which the wedge 
was collapsed in order to  increase throat area. There- 
fore, the shrouds. of the companion dry and after- 
burning power setting nozzles are the same. The 
afterburning power setting aspect ratio was deter- 
mined from the relationship ARD & , where 
the second term represents the aspect ratios calcu- 
lated by the method of reference 2. This determined 
the throat area and, therefore, the wedge size. Al- 
though the wedge length of each configuration was 
fixed, the wedge half-angle was allowed to  vary as 
required, and the wedge upstream contour was cal- 
culated for an elliptic area distribution. 
Table 1 gives the nozzle design parameters, and 
the sketches of figure 5 show the geometric details of 
these nozzles. The photographs of figure 6 show the 
nozzles with their left sidewalls removed. 
(ARA B, 
Instrumentation 
Forces on the metric portions of the model 
were measured with a six-component strain-gay 
balance. The balance connected the nonineti 
wing-centerbody combination and the metric aft-end 
model parts and measured forces (external and inter- 
nal) on the nozzles and the afterbody. 
Jet exhaust conditions were measured in an in- 
strumentation section upstream of each nozzle at 
FS 150.18 cm. This instrumentation consisted of a 
total-temperature probe and a total-pressure rake in 
each section. These total-pressure rakes contained 
four total-pressure probes as shown in figure 2. 
Eight static pressures were measured in the gap 
at the metric break (FS 113.67 cm) external t o  the 
plastic seal strip. All orifices were located on the non- 
metric centerbody and spaced symmetrically around 
the model perimeter. Also, two internal pressures 
were measured at the fuselage station where the 
metric break was located. All the aforementioned 
pressures were used for pressure-area corrections to  
the balances as described in the “Data Reduction” 
sect ion. 
Table 2 gives the locations of external and inter- 
nal nozzle pressure orifices. The orientation of these 
orifices and the identification of the model compo- 
nents are indicated in figure 7. 
Mass-flow rate was measured by using the multi- 
ple critical venturi system described in reference 27. 
Data Reduction 
All data from the instrumentation of the aircraft- 
nozzle model and the wind-tunnel facility were 
recorded simultaneously on magnetic tape. For each 
data point, 50 frames of data were taken over a 
period of 5 sec and the average value was used for 
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computation. The recorded data were used to  com- 
pute standard force and pressure coefficients. All 
force coefficients in this report are referenced to  t,he 
model wing surface area. 
The balance (see fig. 2) measured thrust and aero- 
dynamic forces on the metric portion (afterbody and 
nozzles) of the model. Force interactions existed be- 
tween the balance and the bellows (flow-transfer) sys- 
tem because of the balance offset from the model 
centerline. (See fig. 2.) Consequently, single and 
combined normal-force calibrations were performed 
to  determine these interactions with and without the 
jets operating. The determination of these interac- 
tions was similar to the method outlined in the ap- 
pendix of reference 15. 
Thrust minus drag was computed from the bal- 
ance axial force by using the following relationship: 
The first term,  FA,^^,, is the total axial force 
measured with the balance and corrected for the 
bellows interaction discussed earlier. The second 
term, ( p ,  - p m )  (Amax - Aseal), is the correction for 
the pressure-area force in the metric break gap at  
FS 113.67 cm. The third term, ( p i  - p a )  Aseal, 
is the correction for the pressure-area force caused 
by the difference between internal-cavity and free- 
stream pressure. The term  FA,^^^, which ideally 
should be zero, is an exhaust flow momentum tare 
correction and is a function of the bellows internal 
pressure, which is a function of the chamber pressure 
in the supply pipes just ahead of the sonic nozzles. It 
was correlated with chamber pressure by static tests 
( M  = 0) by using ASME standard calibration noz- 
zles (ref. 28) for which Fj /Fi  was known for a wide 
range of chamber pressure. The last term, D f ,  is 
the computed skin-friction drag of the model after- 
body section from FS 113.67 cm to FS 149.61 cm. 
This friction term was computed from the flat-plate 
formula for turbulent, compressible boundary layers 
given in reference 29 and was added to the axial-force 
measurement in order to eliminate afterbody (non- 
nozzle) drag. For jet-off runs, the thrust-minus-drag 
equation reduces to the drag of the nozzles. Since 
the afterbody section is cylindrical, it does not con- 
tribute any pressure drag to the drag of the vehicle. 
The ideal isentropic gross thrust Fi, which was 
used to evaluate measured performance, is defined as 
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where m is the mass-flow rate measured by the 
multiple critical venturi system (ref. 27). 
Test Conditions 
This investigation was conducted in the Lang- 
ley l6-Foot Transonic Tunnel a t  static conditions 
( M  = 0) and at  free-stream Mach numbers from 
0.60 to  1.25. The nozzle pressure ratio was varied 
from 1.0 (jet off) to slightly over 15.0, depending on 
free-stream Mach number. The angle of attack was 
held at 0' for all tests. 
In accordance with the criteria of reference 30 
boundary-layer transition strips were used to ensure 
a turbulent boundary layer over the afterbody and 
the nozzles. A 0.254-cm-wide strip of No. 120 silicon 
carbide grit, sparsely distributed in a lacquer film, 
was located 2.54 cm from the nose of the forebody 
and proportionally along the wing at  5 percent of 
the root chord and 10 percent of the tip chord. 
The average Reynolds number per meter varied from 
7.0 x lo6 to 13.5 x lo6. 
Presentation of Results 
The results of this investigation are presented 
graphically in figures 8 to  18. Figures 8 to  11 present 
thrust data; figure 12 presents nozzle drag data; and 
figures 13 to 18 present pressure distribution data. 
An index relating the nozzle configurations to  thrust, 
nozzle drag, and pressure distribution data figures is 
given in table 3. 
Discussion 
Static and Aeropropulsive Performance 
Dry power nozzles. The static performance Fj /Fi  
and discharge coefficient mlmi for the dry power 
nozzles (configurations 1 Dry, 2 Dry, and 3 Dry) are 
presented in figure 8. As indicated by these data, the 
static performance for all three configurations was 
essentially the same. This is to  be expected since the 
nozzle throat area At and internal expansion ratio 
A,/At remained constant. The discharge coefficient 
for configuration 3 Dry was significantly higher than 
the discharge coefficient for either configuration 1 
Dry or 2 Dry. It is believed that the higher value 
resulted from the increased radius of the forward 
portion of the wedge, which reduced the losses in 
the nozzle duct. 
The aeropropulsive performance for the dry power 
nozzles a t  Mach numbers from 0.6 to  1.2 is presented 
in figure 9. The thrust-minus-drag performance for 
these nozzles was essentially the same at each sub- 
sonic Mach number. (See figs. 9(a) to  9(d).) The 
pressure data for these configurations are presented 
in figures 13 to  15. The pressure distribution on the 
wedge, though indicating flow separation, was very 
similar for all the dry power configurations at  a given 
subsonic Mach number. As on the wedge, the pres- 
sure distribution on the external shroud was similar 
for the three configurations. There could be an in- 
dication of possible flow Separation near the aft end 
of the boattail; however, there were too few pressure 
taps to state for sure if flow separation occurred, and 
there was no obvious effect between configurations 
on the thrust-minus-drag data. That is, the decrease 
in wedge size and corresponding increase in boattail 
angle had essentially no effect on the nozzle thrust- 
minus-drag performance. 
At a Mach number of 1.2, configuration 3 Dry, the 
nozzle with the lowest boattail angle and the largest 
wedge, had the highest thrust-minus-drag perfor- 
mance. (See fig. 9(e).) Since the internal perfor- 
mance of the nozzles was the same, this higher thrust- 
minus-drag performance must have been the result of 
lower external drag for this configuration. Compar- 
ing part (e) of figures 13 to  15 again shows a similar 
pressure distribution between configurations, both on 
the shroud and on the wedge. Configuration 3 Dry 
had the lowest boattail angle and therefore the least 
rearward facing projected area over which the pres- 
sure acts, which accounts for the lower supersonic 
drag. 
Afterburning power nozzles. The static perfor- 
mance Fj /F i  and discharge coefficient m/mi for 
the afterburning power nozzle configurations 1 A/B, 
2 A/B, and 3 A/B are presented in figure 10. As with 
the dry power nozzles, results show that there was 
very little difference in the internal performance char- 
acteristics of the three configurations. The thrust- 
minus-drag characteristics presented in figure 11 also 
show only a small difference in the aeropropulsive 
characteristics at subsonic speeds. However, config- 
uration 3 A/B had consistently lower performance 
at  subsonic Mach numbers. (See figs. l l ( a )  to (d).) 
The pressure distributions for these configurations 
are shown in figures 16 to 18. Comparing configura- 
tions 1 A/B and 3 A/B at subsonic Mach numbers 
(see figs. 16(c) and 18(c) for example) shows that 
the pressure recovery on the external shroud (boat- 
tail) was less for the 3 A/B configuration. This lower 
pressure recovery resulted in a higher nozzle drag. 
The pressure distribution on the wedge was also very 
similar for the three configurations, but unlike the 
dry power nozzles it was necessary to  slightly change 
the wedge half-angle in order t o  maintain constant 
throat and exit areas. Configuration 3 A/B had the 
largest wedge half-angle, and the pressures acting on 
the wedge could have also been a contributing factor 
to the lower perfsrmance. 
At a Mach number of 1.2, configuration 1 A/B 
had significantly lower thrust-minus-drag perfor- 
mance than either 2 A/B or 3 A/B, which had essen- 
tially the same performance. As nozzle pressure ratio 
was increased these differences tended to  disappear, 
such that at an operating pressure ratio typical of 
current engines (NPR of 5 to  6) for this Mach num- 
ber, the thrust-minus-drag performance was nearly 
the same. Comparing the pressure data for the three 
configurations (figs. 16(e), 17(e), and 18(e)) shows 
that the performance difference appears to  be caused 
by a combination of flow separation and pressure re- 
covery on the nozzle boattail. All three configura- 
tions exhibited flow separation over most of the ex- 
ternal shroud at  the lower NPR values. As NPR was 
increased, the flow separation decreased. Configu- 
ration 3 A/B had separated flow over a larger por- 
tion of the boattail than did configuration 1 A/B, 
which would tend to  increase the drag. However, 
configuration 3 A/B had a higher pressure recovery, 
which would decrease drag; the two factors tended to  
bring the overall thrust-minus-drag performance to  
approximately the same level as NPR was increased. 
Although all the configurations exhibited lower per- 
formance levels than desired, the data did show 
that for this design the wedge size could be reduced 
without significantly affecting the aeropropulsive 
performance. 
Jet-Off Performance 
Dry power nozzles. The variation of nozzle drag 
with Mach number for the dry power nozzle config- 
urations at an angle of attack of 0' is presented in 
figure 12(a). At subsonic speed, increasing the wedge 
length and thickness reduced the external boattail 
angle and resulted in a higher nozzle drag. Although 
the larger nozzle would have a higher skin-friction 
drag, the boattail pressure drag also had an affect. 
In comparisons of the pressure data of figures 13, 14, 
and 15 at  subsonic speeds, the overall pressure dis- 
tribution for configuration 3 Dry indicated a lower 
pressure (more negative pressure coefficient). Even 
though the pressure acted over less rearward facing 
area because of the smaller boattail angle, the pres- 
sure drag was larger. At Mach 1.2, the pressure data 
of figures 13(e), 14(e), and 15(e) show the least neg- 
ative pressure coefficients on the shroud of configu- 
ration 3 Dry. This, coupled with the fact that the 
smallest boattail angle presents the least rearward 
facing area over which the pressures act, leads to  a 
considerable reduction in nozzle drag. 
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Afterburning power nozzles. The variation of noz- 
zle drag with Mach nuniber for the three 
afterburning pouer nozzle configurations is presented 
in figure 12(b). Results for these configurations were 
the same as those rioted for the dry power nozzles. 
Configuration 3 A/B (largest wedge, smallest boat- 
tail angle) had the highest nozzle drag at subsonic 
speeds and the lowest nozzle drag at Mach = 1.2. 
The pressure data presented in figures 16 through 18 
verify the effect of the boattail pressure drag. 
The only difference between each dry power and 
afterburning power nozzle configuration (1 Dry to 
1 A/B for example) was the thickness of the wedge 
and the wedge half-angle. The pressure distribution 
on the shroud with the jet off was very similar 
between the configurations. Therefore, the variation 
observed between the data of parts (a) and (b) of 
figure 12 is due to the pressure distribution over the 
external portion of the wedge and to  differences in 
the rear facing cavity. 
External and Internal Pressure Distributions 
The pressure coefficient C,, along the exterior of 
the shroud and the pressure ratios p / p t , j  along the 
interior of the shroud and along the wedge are shown 
for each of the configurations in figures 13 to  18. 
Since there were no obvious distinctions between the 
dry power and afterburning power configurations, 
this part of the presentation is categorized according 
to geometric region. 
Shroud externalpressure distribution. The pressure 
distribution on the external surface of the shroud 
shows the blockage effects caused by the jet plume. 
The local velocity on the surface decreased with 
increasing NPR. At subsonic speeds this jet effect was 
transmitted upstream over the entire nozzle boattail. 
(See fig. 14(c) for example.) At a Mach number of 
1.2, the jet effects were far more limited and only at 
the higher NPR’s was there any effect forward of the 
final two pressure taps on the shroud. (See fig. 15(e) 
for example.) 
Shroud internal pressure distribution. In com- 
parisons of the shroud internal pressure distribution 
in figures 13 to  15 or 16 to 18, it is apparent that  
the internal pressure on the shroud was affected only 
by NPR and Mach number and was not a function 
of either boattail angle or wedge size, as long as 
the throat area was held constant. The shroud in- 
ternal static pressures, along with the first two up- 
stream pressures 011 the wedge, show the positioning 
of the actual nozzle throat ( p / p t , j  = 0.528) as re- 
lated to the geometric nozzle throat, which was at  
x / l ,  = 0. Examining these pressures shows that the 
actual nozzle throat was slightly skewed; that is, at  
a given NPR for a specific h?sch numbcr, sonic ve- 
locity was reached at a different point on the shroud 
than on the wedge. The amount of skew and the di- 
rection are configuration dependent. For tjhe 1 Dry 
and 2 Dry configurations the flow reached sonic ve- 
locity on the shroud slightly upstream of the point 
at which sonic velocity was reached on the wedge, 
with the skew being less for configuration 2 Dry. The 
pressures for configuration 3 Dry show that the skew 
was reversed, with sonic velocity being reached on 
the wedge at a point upstream of where the flow was 
sonic on the shroud. Since the pressure distribution 
on the shroud was independent of the configuration 
for a given power setting, the throat movement is 
due to the change in wedge size. The three after- 
burning power configurations show the same effects 
due to  wedge size change, with the exception that 
for configuration 3 A/B (fig. 18) the skew direction 
was dependent on the combination of NPR and Mach 
number. 
Wedge surface pressure distribution. The wedge 
surface pressure distribution for these nozzles was 
typical of wedge nozzles in general. Namely, the 
pressure from the throat to  slightly downstream of 
the exit was the same for all values of NPR, with flow 
separation then occurring on the wedge. The point 
at which flow separation occurred moved further 
downstream as NPR was increased (refs. 12 and 
13), though flow separation was never eliminated for 
any configuration tested. The pressure data also 
show external expansion of the flow on the wedge, 
particularly at  Mach 1.2. 
Concluding Remarks 
An investigation was conducted in the Langley 
16-Foot Transonic Tunnel to determine the effect of 
a boattail-angle and wedge-size trade on the perfor- 
mance of nonaxisymmetric wedge nozzles installed 
on a generic twin-engine fighter aircraft model. This 
investigation was conducted at  static conditions (a 
Mach number of 0) and at Mach numbers from 0.60 
to 1.25 over a nozzle pressure ratio range from 1.0 (jet 
off) to  slightly over 15.0 and at  an angle of attack of 
OO. 
The results of this investigation indicate the 
following: 
1. For the configurations of this investigation, 
wedge size can be reduced while increasing boattail 
angle without significantly affecting aeropropulsive 
performance. 
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2. All the configurations tested had separated 
flow on the wedge at all conditions, although the 
point at which flow separation occurred on the wedge 
was moved downstream by increasing the nozzle pres- 
sure ratio. 
3. The point at which the flow on the wedge 
became sonic moved further downstream as wedge 
size was decreased, which caused the actual nozzle 
throat to be skewed. 
4. The configuration with the largest wedge and 
smallest boattail angle had the highest drag at sub- 
sonic speeds and the lowest drag at  supersonic speed 
for both the dry power and afterburning power 
nozzles. 
5. Pressure distribution along the internal surface 
of the shroud was not affected by changing boattail 
angle. 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 
May 18, 1987 
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Table 1. Nozzle Design Parameters 
Boattail 
angle, deg 
12 
10 
7 
12 
10 
7 
Power 
Configuration setting 
Wedge size 
Wedge h a1 f- 
ln, cm hw, cm angle, deg 
10.92 2.41 13 
13.46 2.94 13 
14.99 3.38 13 
10.92 1.36 7 
13.46 1.89 8 
14.99 2.32 9 
2 Dry 
3 Dry 
1 A/B 
2 A/B 
3 A/B 
Dry 
Dry 
Afterburning 
After burning 
Afterburning 
Configuration 
1 Dry 
2 Dry 
3 Dry 
1 A/B 
2 A/B 
3 AIB 
9 
Internal values of- 
Power Design 
setting At, cm2 A, /At AR NPR 
Dry 20.61 1.15 5.80 3.47 
Dry 20.61 1.15 5.80 3.47 
Dry 20.61 1.15 5.80 3.47 
Afterburning 43.55 1.05 2.74 2.63 
After burning 43.55 1.05 2.74 2.63 
Afterburning 43.55 1.05 2.74 2.63 
Table 2. Nozzle Pressure Orifice Locations 
[See fig. 7 for orientation] 
1 Dry and 1 A/B FS, cm 
150.26 
152.26 
154.26 
156.26 
158.01 
159.51 
160.76 
161.26 
162.26 
162.76 
165.25 
2 Dry and 2 A/B 3 Dry and 3 A/B 
FS, cm 
156.36 
160.26 
161.76 
164.22 
-1.315 
-1.132 
- .943 
-.765 
- ,605 
-.468 
-.353 
-.307 
-.216 
-.170 
.058 
1 Dry and 1 A/B 2 Dry and 2 A/B 3 Dry and 3 A/B 
-0.756 -0.613 -0.551 
-.399 - .324 -.275 
-.262 -.212 -.138 
0 0 0 
- 1.067 
-.918 
-.769 
-.621 
-.491 
-.379 
-.287 
-.249 
-.175 
-. 138 
.047 
Shroud interior (y/(bn/2) = 0.500) 
-0.958 
-.825 
-.691 
-.558 
-.441 
-.341 
-.257 
-.224 
-.157 
-.124 
,042 
I x/ln for configurations- I 
FS, cm 
156.36 
160.49 
162.55 
164.62 
165.76 
169.19 
172.81 
174.71 
175.01 
175.56 
175.86 
179.25 
Wedge (y/(bn/2) = 0.500) 
1 Dry and 1 A/B 
-0.756 
-.378 
-.189 
0 
.lo5 
.4 19 
,750 
.951 
x / ln  for configurations 
2 Dry and 2 A/B 
-0.613 
-.307 
-.153 
0 
.085 
.340 
.750 
.962 
3 Dry and 3 A/B 
-0.551 
-.275 
-.138 
0 
.076 
.305 
.767 
,976 
10 
Table 3. Index to Data Figures 
Configuration 
1 Dry 
2 Dry 
3 Dry 
1 A/B 
3 AIB 
2 A/B 
Figure for- 
Thrust Nozzle Pressure 
data drag data data 
8, 9 W a )  13 
8, 9 W a )  14 
8, 9 12(a) 15 
10, 11 12(b) 16 
17 
18 10. 11 12fbl 
10, 11 12(b) 
11 
h 
X 
cd 
d 
0 
G 
0 
.3 
9 .d
5 
12 
/ b  1 
13 
0 IC 
5 
I 
. '. 
i 
m 
v\ 
c 
.I 
3 a 
14 
m a
N 
- 
L a 
C c
- 
El 
0 .+ 
U 
8 a 
0 
h 
Y 
.+ 
8 )  
8 )  
0 
0 
Li + 
U 
.e 
El 
0 
El 
Li 
.e 
cd 
0 
4 2  
* 
m 
0 
cd 
3 .e
Y 
B 
d 
15 
12.70 
h ,cm 
1 Dry 1 2  19.18 10.92 2 .41  
Configuration B , deg Iw’ cm 1,s W 
2 Dry 1 0  21.72 13.46 2.94 
14.99 3.38 3 Dry 7 23.24 
FS 149.61 
ow, deg 
1 3  
13 
1 3  
C- 1.14  
t ‘ W 
--q 
(a) Nozzles with dry power settings. At,  = 20.58 cm2, A,,/At, = 1.15, and AR = 5.80. 
Figure 5. Geometric details of nozzle configurations. Nozzle span b, is 10.92 cm. All linear dimensions are in 
centimeters. 
16 
12.70 7.24 - 
1 
Configuration 
1 A/B 
2 A/B 
3 AIB 
L 
12 
10 
7 
FS 149.61 
19.18 10.92 1.36 
21.72 13.46 1.89 
23.24 14.99 2.32 
1 ' W > 
9 
(b) Nozzles with afterburning power settings. At,,, = 43.56 cm2, AeAIB/AtAIB = 1.05, AR = 2.74. 
Figure 5. Concluded. 
17 
L- 87- 5 5 8 
(a) Nozzles with dry power setting. 
Figure 6. Nonaxisymmetric wedge nozzles with left sidewall removed. 
18 
L-87-559 
(b) Nozzles with afterburning power setting. 
Figure 6. Concluded. 
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A 
,-- Afterbody 
Row of p r e s s u r e  o r i f i c e s  
A 
$ (Nozzle) 
$ (Model) 
S t a r t  of b o a t t a i l  
Shroud e x t e r i o r  
Shroud i n t e r i o r  
throat 
Wedge t r a i l i n g  edge 
Wedge l ead ing  
edge 
FS 149.61 FS 164.62 
Sec t ion  A-A 
Figure 7. Orientation of nozzle pressure orifices. All dimensions are in centimeters. 
20 
1-00 
96 
88 
1-00 
1 
Configurations 
0 1 Dry 
0 2 Dry 
0 3 D r y  
2 3 
NPR 
5 6 7 8 
Figure 8. Static performance and discharge coefficient of dry power nozzles. 
21 
22 
23 
u- -'t- 
1 
. 
n 
24 
25 
26 
Configuration 
0 1 A / B  
0 2 A/B 
0 3 A / B  
96 
F. 
1 c .92 
1 2 3 Y 
NPR 
5 6 7 8 
Figure 10. Static performance and discharge coefficient of afterburning power nozzles. 
27 
Configuration 
0 1 AIB 
0 2 AIB 
0 3 A l B  
1 .u 
F . - D  
J n  
F. =7 
I 
1 2 3 4 
NPR 
5 6 7 
(a) M = 0.60. 
Figure 11. Aeropropulsive performance of afterburning power nozzles. 
28 
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~n 
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-7 
.5 
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Configuration 
0 1 A/B 
0 2 A/B 
0 3 A / B  
NPR 
5 6 7 8 
(b) M'= 0.80. 
Figure 11. Continued. 
29 
F. - D 
I n  F. 
I 
2 
Configuration 
0 1 A/B 
0 2 A/B 
0 3 A / B  
3 Y 
NPR 
(c) M = 0.90. 
Figure 11. Continued. 
5 6 7 8 
30 
Con figuration 
0 1 A/B 
0 2 A/B 
0 3 A / B  
:‘Dn 
F. 
I 
1 e o  
.9 
-8 
97 
=6 
05 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
NPR 
(d) M = 0.94. 
Figure 11. Continued. 
31 
F. - D 
I n  
F i  
1.0 
-9  
*8 
.7 
*6 
.5 
Configuration 
0 1 A/B 
0 2 A/B 
0 3 A / B  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
NPR 
( e )  M = 1.20. 
Figure 11. Concluded. 
32 
Con figuration 
0 l D r y  
0 2 Dry 
0 3 Dry 
,028 
* 020 
*016 
* 008 
OOY 
0 
M 
(a) Nozzles with dry power settings. 
Figure 12. Variation of nozzle drag coefficient with free-stream Mach number at jet-off conditions for 
I nonaxisymmetric wedge nozzles. 
33 
028 
* 02Y 
020 
*016 
C 
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-012 
- 008 
. OOY 
0 
95 
34 
Configuration 
0 1 A/B 
0 2 A/B 
0 3 A/B 
.7 .8 .3  1 .u 
M 
(b) Nozzles with afterburning power settings. 
Figure 12. Concluded. 
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Wedae surface Dressure distribution 
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of wedge ( 1.0001 
Leading edge of wedge (-0.7%) 4 
(a) M = 0.60. 
Figure 13. External and internal surface pressure distributions (y/(b,/2) = 0.500) of configuration 1 Dry. 
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Shroud internal pressure distribution 
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(b) M = 0.80. 
Figure 13. Continued. 
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Shroud external Pressure distribution 
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Figure 13. Continued. 
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Shroud internal pressure distribution 
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Figure 13. Continued. 
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Figure 13. Concluded. 
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Shroud external pressure distribution 
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Figure 14. External and internal surface pressure distributions ( y / ( b n / 2 )  = 0.500) of configuration 2 Dry. 
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Figure 14. Continued. 
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Figure 14. Continued. 
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Figure 14. Continued. 
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Figure 14. Concluded. 
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Figure 15. External and internal surface pressure distributions (y/(b,/2) = 0.500) of configuration 3 Dry. 
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Figure 15. Continued. 
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Shroud internal Dressure distribution 
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Figure 15. Continued. 
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(d) M = 0.94. 
Figure 15. Continued. 
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Figure 15. Concluded. 
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Figure 16. External and internal surface pressure distributions ( y / ( b n / 2 )  = 0.500) of configuration 1 A/B. 
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Figure 16. Continued. 
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Figure 16. Continued. 
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Figure 16. Continued. 
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Figure 16. Concluded. 
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Figure 17. External and internal surface pressure distributions (y/(bn/2) = 0.500) of configuration 2 A/B. 
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Figure 17. Continued. 
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Figure 17. Continued. 
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Figure 17. Continued. 
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Figure 17. Concluded. 
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Figure 18. External and internal surface pressure distributions (y/(bn/2) = 0.500) of configuration 3 A/B. 
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Figure 18. Continued. 
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Figure 18. Continued. 
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Figure 18. Continued. 
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Figure 18. Concluded. 
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